
 

OMNITRONIC PA 6-zone mono vol contr 5W sil
6-way PA volume controller with 24 V emergency priority relays

Art. No.: 80711328
GTIN: 4026397262360

List price: 42.72 €
incl. 19% VAT.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397262360

Weight: 3,20 kg

Length: 0.51 m

Width: 0.25 m

Heigth: 0.15 m

Description:

As you like it!
Whether in a shopping mall, at the airport, in a museum or in school, they are everywhere.
Speaker systems operated with 100 V technology. They are used for announcements as well as
background sounding. But what are you going to do if certain announcements are intended for
designated rooms, sections or departments only? Or if the background sounding is not
supposed to be at the same level everywhere? Right at this point we would like to introduce our
zone controller, which divides the input signal to up to 6 zones, regulating each channel
individually. However, 2 signals could - for example -  also cover 3 zones each. A benefit
compared to competing gadgets of the same category is the barrier on the back, which enables
a really safe usage with the controller. After all there are mono versions as well as stereo
versions. Both are available with different watt in black and silver.

Features:

- 6 audio transformers for 100 V line technique
- Attenuation in 10 steps
- 6 built-in 24 V emergency priority relays
- Aluminum front panel
- Screw plug connection
- (19") 48.3 cm rack installation  2 U

Technical specifications:

Priority relay: 24 V

Power: Rated: 6x 5W RMS
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Frequency range: 50 - 18000 Hz

Zone output: 6

Input & output: Mono

Housing design: (19") 48.3 cm rack installation  2 U

Dimensions: Width: 48,3 cm

 Depth: 23 cm

 Height: 8,9 cm

Weight: 2,60 kg
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